
Module 4: APIs for Ad-Hoc
Integrators

Overview
Suppose Mythical’s marketing manager, Sheryl, needs to create a new marketing campaign to
target customers based on their membership status. Sheryl’s not a technical person, but she knows
her team needs data to correlate membership information with their marketing platform so she
can reach her demographic. Requesting a new system to access this data will be a cumbersome and
bureaucratic process, taking weeks to deploy. Luckily for Sheryl, Central I.T. has employed an API-
led architecture using MuleSoft, unlocking their systems to the rest of the company to be consumed
on demand in a self-service approach.

MuleSoft Composer is a new integration tool for line of business and non-developer users to
integrate with clicks, not code. With MuleSoft Composer, Sheryl is able to have a guided integration
design experience where she can leverage pre-built assets and connectors through a simple drag-
and-drop interface.

IT & Business Co-Innovation
In today’s fast-paced world, organizations need to be able to make timely business decisions using
the most current data. But in most organizations, data tends to be siloed and locked up in various
systems. Now more than ever, Business teams are demanding more integrations and IT teams need
to deliver at a faster pace to meet the needs of the business. The number of requests is not only
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increasing, it is also increasing across all parts of the business from marketing to HR to Sales. In a
recent connectivity report, 94% of IT leaders indicated the need for integrations they can leverage
across all their lines of business.

By working together, IT and the business can innovate faster through collaboration. IT teams can
focus on the production of reusable assets, using Anypoint Platform. And business teams can focus
on the consumption of those assets, using Composer.

This enables you to provide access to IT-governed systems, crowdsource innovation, and prevent
outages and vulnerabilities. For example:

• IT teams can focus on production: curating an API catalog for business teams to use;
approving and identifying opportunities to refactor integrations and APIs at scale; and ensuring
resilience of the entire infrastructure — even the integrations built by business teams.

• Business teams can focus on consumption: using self-service capabilities to take advantage of
inherently secure, IT-approved assets; creating integrations autonomously; and easily testing
for the correct functionality before going live.
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Features of MuleSoft Composer
MuleSoft Composer makes it easy for you to perform integration tasks. It offers the following
features for building and running flows.

Connect as an authenticated user automatically to different systems. Extract data from connected
systems based on a specific event or schedule. Map extracted data from one system to another.
View sample data in every step of a flow.

• Filter and route data through a flow based on conditions.

• Loop through a collection of records and perform specific actions on each record.

• Synchronize data across different systems.

• Test, run, monitor, and manage flows.

• Troubleshoot errors in flows.

• We designed and built MuleSoft Composer with accessibility in mind and provide contextual in-
app help every step of the way.

One of the best things about MuleSoft Composer is that you get a number of ready-to-use
connectors. These enable you to integrate with systems including Salesforce, Tableau, Slack,
NetSuite, Workday, and Google Sheets. We’re developing and releasing new connectors all the time
so that you can connect applications, data, and devices as your business requires.

NOTE MuleSoft Composer is not available in the ALC Workshop instance.

To see how to use MuleSoft Composer to design and test a flow, watch this video or continue to the
next lab.
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Demo Recording
<script type="text/javascript" async src="https://play.vidyard.com/embed/v4.js"></script>

<img
  style="width: 100%; margin: auto; display: block;"
  class="vidyard-player-embed"
  src="https://play.vidyard.com/ChydK4euiLXWPfKgpqMXws.jpg"
  data-uuid="ChydK4euiLXWPfKgpqMXws"
  data-v="4"
  data-type="inline"
/>

Please proceed to Lab 1
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